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Displayed on the wall of Labour Behind the Label (LBL)’s
Norwich office - we still share a building with the NEAD,
Norfolk’s Development Education Centre - is a row of
project bulletins dating back to 1997. The messages in these
bulletins demonstrate the evolving challenge for LBL as a
development education organisation.

When LBL emerged, as a project coordinated jointly by
NEAD and Manchester-based Women Working Worldwide,
the challenge we faced in our awareness-raising was very
different to that which we face now. This was an era before
‘No Logo’, a time when the world was waking up to the
concept of globalisation and the resurgence of the Victorian
word ‘sweatshop’.

From a campaigning perspective, our first step had to be
to persuade companies of their moral obligation to take
responsibility for the conditions in which the products
bearing their logos were made. Development education was
a pivotal tool in this strategy: by educating consumers, we
could bring pressure to bear on companies so that it became
more than a moral debate. Even if they did not accept our
moral argument, the business case
would oblige companies to clean
up their acts - or at least to be seen
to be doing something - in order to
protect their reputations. It is no
coincidence that Gap, Nike and
Reebok - for many years
synonymous with the word
‘sweatshop’ in young consumers’ minds - are now some of
the more progressive brands in the field of ethical trade.

Fast forward to 2007, and the challenges faced by labour
rights activists in the garment industry have evolved, creating
a much more complex situation. By and large, we have
reached a consensus on the standards that workers should be
able to enjoy, set out in the code of conduct of the Ethical
Trading Initiative, to which most of the UK’s major fashion
retailers subscribe.

The content of the standards are agreed in principle, and
the debate has moved into the more murky, process-
orientated world of implementing them, and offering credible
independent evidence to reassure consumers. Many of the
obstacles to implementing these standards come down to
systematic problems that are bigger than the influence of any
one company, and require a sector-wide approach. So far, the
evidence shows that gains for workers have been limited to
the ‘quick wins’, not these much tougher issues.

Challenges for development education
So what challenges does this situation create for
development education? Here we describe three:

1. The elegant double-speak practised by the fashion
industry. Companies’ public responses to criticism of their
ethics have become more sophisticated: open any
newspaper’s Sunday supplement and you’ll see a Marks &
Spencer advert demonstrating this. Yet while the brands
emphasise their commitment to ethical standards, retail and
wholesale prices are falling and suppliers are pushed harder
and harder to turn around ‘fast fashion’ designs in days. A
company’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
department develops strategies and programmes in one
office, enthusiastically communicated by the marketing
department, while next door the sourcing department
casually undermines it by squeezing suppliers harder on cost
and price.

2. Simple problems, but complex solutions. While it’s easy
to explain in a few words and images the working conditions

in clothing manufacture, and to
place the responsibility firmly on
the brands, proposing and
critiquing measures that
companies should or do take in
response is much harder. A letter
from a consumer to customer

services is guaranteed to get a reply and it is a complex
business to dissect the barrage of impressive-sounding
measures such letters cite. How can we educate consumers
on such intricacies with complicated-sounding names like
social auditing, critical path management and freedom of
association?

3. Generating action. The most frequent question we are
asked by consumers and journalists is which stores they
should avoid and where they can shop guilt-free. Most are
surprised that the former ‘sweatshop demons’ have been
elevated to the status of ‘best of a bad lot’. But when we
explain that consumers need to find ways other than
boycotting to put pressure on companies (because all
boycotting does is to harm workers), the question that
emerges is, what exactly is the action that we want our
education to generate? It’s a hard question to answer,
especially as new clothing ranges purporting to be ethical
pop up on a near daily basis.
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Fashioning an Ethical Industry
It was against this background that LBL set out to develop a
focused education programme aimed at a strategic target
group. Fashioning an Ethical Industry (FEI) works with
tutors and students of fashion related courses to give an
overview of how the fashion industry can positively and
negatively impact on working conditions in garment
manufacture, and to inspire students – as the next generation
of industry players – to raise standards for garment workers
in the fashion industry of the future.

The project runs student workshops, organises tutor
training events, provides teaching resources, and works with
tutors to integrate ethical issues related to garment
manufacture into their teaching. The ultimate aim of the
project is to embed ethical issues into the curriculum of all
fashion courses across the UK. The three year project was
initially funded by the Department for International
Development (DFID) from the Development Awareness
Fund and has recently secured a major grant from the
European Commission that will allow it to run for a further
two years until 2010.

Fashioning an Ethical Industry has facilitated student
workshops in a dozen universities, with a variety of year
groups from a range of different fashion courses. The impact
of purchasing practices (the way in which fashion companies
do business with their suppliers) on working conditions in
the garment industry has been the focus of these workshops.
Role plays encourage students to think about how a last
minute design change on a dress, or the constant quest for
lower prices by buyers, impact on conditions for workers. 

‘After this workshop I will make an effort to help change
the way the industry operates when I gain a job after
graduating’, said one International Fashion Business student,
at Nottingham Trent University.

Tutor training days have given tutors an opportunity to
network and share ideas, hear from a range of speakers and

specialists, and access information. As a result, students and
tutors indicate that they intend to research the subject more
deeply and plan to integrate it into their studies/teaching.
Another reflection of the commitment of tutors to the project
is their participation in the project steering committee.

At Brighton University, course syllabi are being
overhauled to incorporate social and environmental
responsibility. Cavendish College is incorporating ethical
issues into all its fashion courses. London College of
Fashion is developing a elective module on ethical and
sustainable fashion. Central St Martin’s College in London is
developing a specific course module with FEI, and the
University of the Creative Arts Epsom is developing a
masters in Ethical Fashion. 

The project has a website, which fills a gap in the
resources available to tutors and students, giving an overview
of the global garment industry and exploring the injustices
faced by garment workers across the globe. The publication
of a monthly bulletin means that students and tutors are able
to keep up-to-date with developments in the industry, access
information and resources, and be given the opportunity to
attend events.

Two years into the project, how is it progressing? One
tutor told us this,

The FEI events, such as the tutor training events, and
resources ... have given me an ‘opener’ with colleagues.
Inviting them to an event or sharing a resource has
enabled me to engage them in social responsibility issues.
As a result, ‘ethical fashion’ has now become part of the
syllabus in fashion design, marketing and design theory.
It is not just taught in a singular module, as I had
originally planned, but is entrenched across the
curriculum. 

As a consequence of this students are better informed and
have started to research essays about CSR issues and are
incorporating them into their design projects. I have
found meeting with tutors from other institutions, at FEI
events, helpful in the development of the syllabus ...
through sharing ideas and networking. 

On a personal note one of the most informative and
inspiring elements of the FEI project was a meeting with
trade unionists from China. It was really interesting to
hear directly about their work. I had not realised how
important the right of [freedom of] association was to
garment workers – it opened my eyes to the limitations of
codes of conduct as a tool for monitoring working
conditions.

We have learnt that courses followed by students do not
always correspond to the posts they hold later in the industry.
For example, design students may end up as buyers in a
company rather than working in the design department. This
is of importance to the project, as one of the objectives is to
reach students who will later have responsibility for
formulating or implementing purchasing practices. As a
result, project staff are in the process of mapping out the
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various routes into the positions that are of special interest to
the project.

The project steering group, made up of fashion tutors and
others with a background in development education, has
recommended the following changes:

� The focus should be on integrating CSR issues into
existing study units rather than developing new modules
(though dedicated study units are a possibility where the
focus is on marketing and business aspects). It’s
important that students see the impact of every aspect of
a fashion business on working conditions, rather than
thinking of ethics as a separate niche.

� More emphasis should be put on providing speakers to
institutions committing to integrating CSR issues into
course structures. Students react positively to speakers
from within the industry, as well as Southern workers’
representatives.

� Priority should be given to deepening current
involvement and to developing the support of key
professionals in the colleges already involved before
developing the project geographically. 

This last point is key to the project’s impact. To LBL,
development education is a means towards achieving lasting
change for workers at the sharp end of the fashion industry.
Just as with consumer education, raising a certain level of
awareness throws up many new challenges as it solves older
ones. As one tutor wrote,

The exposure of tutors and students at my college has
increased significantly as a result of FEI. Whether
increased student knowledge translates into behaviour
change, once they go into the industry, remains to be
seen.

Martin Hearson is Campaigns Coordinator, Labour
Behind the Label, martin@labourbehindthelabel.org.
Hannah Higginson is joint Project Coordinator,
Fashioning an Ethical Industry,
hannah@fashioninganethicalindustry.org
www.labourbehindthelabel.org
www.fashioninganethicalindustry.org
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Enterprise, ‘an individual or team engaged in growing their
own idea, exploiting an opportunity or developing a new way
of doing things’ (Patel 2004) is a political Good Thing.
Politicians of all hues agree that we should encourage an
enterprising outlook in our workforce to meet the challenges
of a globalised economy. And that this should start young, in
schools: ‘Young people coming in to the workforce must not
only have the skills employers need but also the ability and
enthusiasm to learn new ones throughout their careers’
(DfES, 2006).

Within enterprise, social enterprise (SE) is seen as the
way to transform local economies and contribute to
community regeneration and cohesion. The main political
parties are lauding the achievements and potential of SEs.
‘From classrooms to boardrooms, people need to know what
social enterprise is and what it can achieve,’ says Ed
Miliband, the Minister with responsibility for SE
(news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/6151628.stm)

It’s not just the Government. The transformative power of
SE is popular with the leading opposition parties. The faith
in SE does not just rest with the political parties. ‘Social
business is important because it addresses very vital
concerns of mankind. It can change the lives of the bottom

60 per cent of world population and help them to get out of
poverty’ (Muhammad Yunus, founder of the Grameen Bank,
2006).

Fairer Enterprise: a development education response
to the enterprise agenda

Anne Strachan outlines some of the thinking from Manchester Development Education Project’s new Social
Enterprise project. She explores the political enterprise agenda, what enterprise education means in schools and
what development education has to offer (and gain).

Who said this?
1. ‘I have long had a great interest in social enterprise.
I feel passionate about it and I feel social enterprise has
a large role to play.’

2. ‘In areas such as recycling, transport and leisure,
social enterprises have pioneered new ways of delivery,
helping local authorities improve the quality of the
services they provide to the public. By harnessing the
power of local communities, social enterprises catalyse
regeneration and promote active citizenship.’

3. ‘We should reform public procurement rules to
create a level playing field for all businesses when they
apply for contracts. And we should also open the
market to more SMEs, social enterprises and consortia
of smaller companies.’ 

(answers on page 23)




